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Arch Notes

Q.A;$; sYmposium 1977

The 1977 SympQsium,'on "6thnohistory and Archaeology",w,il;lbe held on
Saturday,dct6ber 15atthe Sheraton Centre in downtown Toronto. ' Th,e day's
proceedings will be followed by a reception 'and, bairquet,.Book,this date'now! "", ' ,

Monthly General Meeting .
Toronto - March 16, 1977

'<"~nmi> Petun Area Data '

Crisis in Canadian Salvage
Archaeology' - A Reply
to Hayden

'" Letters to the Editor

Ontario Archaeology

, ' Ontario, Archaeology #28, sent to society 'members in March, was published
:: , prior to #27. Issue # 27 will be published this Spring.
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Janet Cooper

Ow guest sp~aker of the evening was Dr. Jerry Melbye, an Associate
Professor at the Uni vers ity of Toronto where he teaches phys i ca1 anthropology
.and human osteology., Dr. Melbye has been working for several years on the
Kl ei nburg oss uaryand .has written a number ofarti c1es on human burial s. He
presented a paper entitled A Physical Anthropologist's View of Burial
Excavations:

AIM and Rec'ent Events: Over the past few months we have been hit with some
i,verydamag,ing press coverage. Members of AIM have said that we already have

a,ll the information ~e need abou,t the Neutrals. We ,have had.a sit-in at the
. RO,Y41 Ontari 0 Museum in protes t, we have had the archaeol ogi st i ncharge of

the"Grimsby site arrested for committing indecencies to human bodies and a
trial dqte has been set. We have had a Cabinet Minister state that we (whites)
have been wrong and we will change the law so that it never happens again. We
must admit that Grimsby has become a much bigger issue than any of us had
i~agined it would.

, The position of AIM is clear. First, the excavation of any Indian burial is
wrong on religious and racial grounds, and it must be stopped. Second, before
excavation is begun on any Indian village or grave site, Indians must be
consulted. The second position seems to soften the first, or to at least
suggest that there are situations where burial excavation will be permitted.

A Revi ew and Analys i s of the Law:' The Cemeteri es Act 1970, Chapter 57,
Section 55 provides that "no aead body shall at any time be disinterred or
removed from a grave, place of burial or vault other than receiving vault
except under and subject to the regulations and under the supervision of the
Medical Officer of Health", that "the certificate of the Medical Officer of
Health that this Act and the regulations have been complied with shall be
affixed to the coffin and other receptacle containing the dead body before it
has been removed from the cemetery" and that "every person who disinters or
rE)moves a dead body from a grave, place of burial or vault except as. herein
before provided, and every person who conveys or transports any such body in
cont ra venti on of th i s Act is gui lty of an offence and on summary convi cti on is
1i abl e to a fine of $100."

Two other Sections of The Cemeteries Act seem to be applicable to our situation.
Section 1 defines a cemetery as "land that is set apart and used for interment of
the dead or in which human bodies have been buried". This seems to apply to the
GrimsbY, case or to any other archaeological site and, if it stood alone, we would
all appear to be breaking the law. However, Section 5 of the Act provides that
"no cemetery shall be established without the approval of the Ministry".
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This is a most important provision: all archaeological sites dating before the
establishment of the Government of Ontario must fall outside The Cemeteries Act.

In mY opinion, most burials on archaeological sites which date since the
establishment of the Government of Ontario fall outside The Cemeteries Act.
This will probably be the main defence in the case of The Crown versus Walter
Kenyon.

Burial excavation also comes under the Ontario Heritage Act or Bill 176.
In Section 48, Sub-section 1 of this Act, "no person shall carry out archaeological
excavation, an archaeological surveyor field work without a licence issued
by the Minister" .. Simply put, if burial excavation is archaeological 'field
work, then the Actrecogni zes buri al excavati on as a 1ega1 acti vity: The
precedent for thi s has been set, since the Mi nis try of Culture and Recreati on
has already granted several licences to excavate human remains. Burial
excavation is then a legal activity, provided one has a licence.

The Morality of Burial Excavation: We seem to be somewhat divided on the
question "would you like someone digging up your relatives?" While many
archaeologists and anthropologists would probably say it did not matter to them,
the response of most peopl e of Wes tern culture woul d, I bel ieve; be negati ve.
I have, however, never heard any objections on moral grounds to the excavation
of FrEmchmen at Sainte Marie or at Williamsburg, nor of early English Loyalists;
indeed, throughout Europe the excavation of medieval Christian cemeteries is
rathe,r routi ne. .

Where, then, is the dividing line between morality and immorality? I think that
the problem 1ies in the emoti on-l aden term "your rel ati ves" . Th i s term refers
to recentlY-dead people to whom one has had strong emotional ties. It is in this
region where we get some agreement that it would be wrong to dig up people.
Physical anthropologists and archaeologists have no interest in digging up
people's relatives, at least in the general sense of relatives known and loved by
peopl e li vi ng contemporarily. We are, however, i nteres ted in di ggi ng up "our
relatives" in the sense of "humanity's ancestors". I know of no moral objection
to this activity within the frameWork of Western culture.

But what about Indian culture? In the first place, there is no such thing as
pan-Indian 'culture, as the members of AIM would have us believe. Rather, there
are many different cultures, all with quite different attitudes regarding
mortuary customs. In a general sense, there are relatively few explicit prohibitions
against burial excavation. One of the strongest prohibitions I know of is
among the Navajo. Here, the emotion can best be described as a fear of all
dead things, especially a dead human being. Notice that, even here, we are
speaking of recently-dead people who were known by people living contemporarily.
The prohibition is so strong that I observed slight discomfort in Navajo
workmen on an ancient Pueblo site. While I have probably dug several hundred
burial sites alongside Navajo, I never heard a moral objection. In our own
case in southern Ontario, we are amongst people of the Great Iroquian and
Ojibwa stocks. Here, there are no strong prohibitions against burial excavations.
Indeed, in historic times, relatives were dug up, their bones were cleaned and
put on display and even purposely mixed up with other bones. One gets the
impression that it is not so much burial excavation that is bad, it is something
else; that something else is Ghosts.
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The beliefs and customs of local people should and must be respected; that is
the morality we may be in dan~er of violating. We can keep no secrets: our
research and the results of our research must be open to all peoples for all
time. Just because we have the legal ri~ht does not mean that we have the
i.na1i enab1e ri ght to di g whenever and wherever we please. When you thi nk about
it, however, this is not a departure from the general etiquette of our profession.
I ha ve no doubt that it has been vi 01 ated in the pas t and I hope that one
positive result of the radical Indian movement will be to heighten our awareness
of the problem.

The Charge of Racism: It is true that physical anthropologists and archaeologists
in the New World for the most part only dig up Indian bones. It is also true
that, for the most part, we do not dig up white bones. However, the reason is
quite simple and has nothing to do with race .

. It is· a matter of record that archaeology is the study of prehistoric cultures.
The whole focus of the profession is on unrecorded history. It is an historic
reality that the New World was occupied only by Indians before written history
began. It is also true that we often extend our field into early history, where
relatively little is known about a culture; again, we are dealing mostly with
I ndi ans, and only occas iona11y with pi oneers. Let I s face facts: there were
relatively few early pioneers compared to the vast Indian population of the
New World. I can assure you that there is no more interest in digging up the
cemetery of the Christian Island Catholic church than in digging up the cemetery
of the Penetanguishene Catholic church. And I can further assure you that no
expense or time would be spared if we ever found a Viking site to excavate.

The professions of physical anthropology and archaeology have never been
intentionally racist. Indeed, by design and intent they have done more to
expose the fallacy of race than any radical movement could hope to do.

Speaking personally, I have devoted my life to the prehistoric peoples of the
Great Lakes region. My goals and, to the best of my knowledge, the goals of
my profession, are simply to find out about our unknown past. What are the
origins. of various Indian populations, what are their relationships in time
and space with each other, how did they relate to their environment, what did
they look like, how were their populations internally structured? My results
are open and available; they put no one down, nor do they insult anyone. I
have never performed an indignity with skeletal material, nor have I ever seen
such performed by others. In short, I take umbrage with the charge of racism;
it merely charges the atmosphere with a non-existent issue and it does nothina
to further the cause of AIM.

Mind you, I will admit that the early history (and some not-so-early history)
of physical anthropology is littered with examples of racism. Most often this
is unintentional, but nevertheless open to the charge. We recognize this
literature for what it is, and we reject it.

There can be only one solution to racism: knowledge and understanding. We can
live together in ignorance and inherit the biases and prejudices of our past
without thinking about them, without questioning them and without changing them;
or, we can search into the unknown past and find order in our apparently-chaotic
universe. This does not mean that we should reject the inherited knowledge of
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our forefathers, but it does mean that we must reserve the right to question
it. The heritage and culture of native peoples are not threatened by the
advance of knowledge, nor is the hunger for information a sign of the rejection
of tradition. Human beings are searchers after truth, after understanding,
after a multitude of more and less worthy goals. We will know the truth, we
will understand each other, even if that process requires the occasional excavation
of somebody's ancestor's bones.

* * *
A number of points were brought up in the discussion which followed:
1. Peter Ramsden informed us that he had recently received a letter from the

Ministry of Culture and Recreation, stating that human bones ~
archaeological objects.

2. Bill Fox announced that the Legal Services Branch of the Ministry is in the
process of revising The Cemeteries Act, so that it will conform more
closely to The Ontario Heritage Act.
He added that, over the years, he has had no problems on Indian sites as
long as he has asked permission of the Indians to dig. He cited the
cooperation he received from Chief Isaacs of the Six Nations, even during
the period of tension over the Grimsby issue.

3. Marti Latta wondered whether bones could not be reburied when data has not
only been collected but also computerized. In response to this, Dr.Melbye
reminded us that there is no complete or perfect excavation; new techniques
are continually emerging which can be applied to excavated material, but
only if it still available to us. Grimsby material will be stored in the
Data Bank; but, because of the time limitations, only the skulls and long
bones will be analyzed properly. When asked how long a proper analysis
of the average ossuary takes, Dr. Melbye estimated that, given the usual
resources of a University Professor, it would take some 5 years.

4. Questioned as to the disposition of artifacts from the Grimsby site, he
informed us that these will be divided up, with the Brantford Reserve
receiving 50% as an outright gift. He assured us that the artifacts do not
belong to the Ontario Government; it is the disposition of such artifacts
which is up to the Ontario Government. All of them will, of course, be
analyzed, catalogued and photographed prior to distribution.

5. Dr. Melbye mentioned a very unhappy situation which exists in the State of
Kansas as a result of the radical Indian movement there. In this State,
the legislature has passed a law making it illegal to excavate human remains
for scientific purposes. This means, of course, that the activities of bull
dozers and pot hunters are legal.

6. Char·les Garrad was asked to recount briefly the story of Tabor Hill. When
a bulldozer exposed an ossuary on a subdivision site in Metro Toronto,
legislation was invoked to halt the developer's work. As a consequence, he
went bankrupt. After an unexplainable delay, work on the subdivision was
resumed, but the ossuary site was preserved within it. The Six Nations Indians
claimed the ossuary as theirs and performed a reburial ceremony, during which
it was noted that all bones which might be of any diagnostic value were missing.
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Some Petun Area Data

by

Ch as. Garrad
Petun Studies Group, Ontario

THE DATA
This paper presents the current (March 1977) percentage distribution figures, by

type, of rims herds and clay pipe bowl s from the ei ghteen major vill age sites in the
Petun area recorded in all known collections.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is not the exhaustive and comprehensive presentatiqnthe subject

demands, the data to date being inadequate, although a, large step in this direction
was made in 1974 (Garrad, 197~). It is hoped, however, that in making such data as
has,! been compiled aV,ailable to others in this format, some contribution is made no
matter what cauti onarycondi ti ons are necessarily attached'. '

" !

THE METHOD USE D
In 1974 all known collections and pertinent data for Petun area sites were

revi ewed and tabl es cons tructed ofr~corded ri msherds and cl ay pi pe bowls. Ei ghteen
sites were interpreted as "major" vi 11 ages and some forty-one as small vi 11 ages and
campsites (Garrad, 197~). Data for the eighteen major villages, revised to include
work to 1976, are presented in this paper.'

, ,
, It ;s\rea 1i sed that many factors operate with i n the compi 1ed data, especi ally
'\, ~here surf~ce collections are involved, tending to affect representativeness such as

,collector ,preference, collection attrition and sample inadequacy. In attempting to
'identify the Petun sites within these eighteen villages allowance must be made for
~he knownand likely,historical events and cultural interplay. Even t~e fo,rmat of
assembling the data (using "types") may prejudice interpretation.

THE "TYPE" SYSTEMS USED
The ,method, for all its inadequacies, is at least sufficient to indicate that

the best hope for the development of meaningful comparative data lies in the
RIMSHERDS and CLAY PIPE BOWL types. Hence, the emphasis at the present time is on
enlargir)grtmsherd and clay pipe bowl samples ,under reliable conditions and thus
the figures to be presented are subject to change. The type systems too are
transitory, and will require adjustment or even abolition in the future. However,
for the present purpose of inter-site ,comparison, they serve well.

The rimsherd types 'Blue Mountain Grooved, Blue Mountain Punctate, Collingwood
Grooved, Collingwood Horizontal, Graham Rogers Plain, Innisfil Collarless, Innisfil
Plain, MacMurchy Plain Scalloped and MacMurchy Scalloped are described by W. D.
Bell (19~3). Three additional types used by Bell have been dropped (Collingwood
Collarless, Corded Lip ObI ique, Grey Fabric Impressed) being subsumed into more
substantial types (Sidey Notched, Blue Mountain Punctate, Seed Corded). The type
Copeland Incised is described and illustrated by J. V. Wright (1966:73, 191).
Frank Ridley established, described and illustrated High Collar Lalonde (1952:202, 205).
We have followed Bell in adjusting the name to emphasise "Lalonde" (i .e. Lalonde High
Collar) and in including medium height collars (1953). Even on the, Petun area's sole
Lalonde period site ("a"), collars do not exceed medium height as defined by MacNeish
(1952:91) All other rimsherd types used are established by R. S. MacNeish (1952)
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chas gaT'T'ad some pe-tun aroea data

Bell, w. D.
Emerson, J.

and in using them we have in general: followed the interpretive guidel ines provided
by J. N. Emerson (n.d., 1968).

The clay pi pe bowl type system used maybe seen from the precedi ng drawi nels.

In the Human Effi gy group, "pinch-face" and "seated" fi gures have been
blended to allow the inclusion of a number of effigy heads unassignable to one
type or the other. There are very few complete bowls of any type for most sites.

EXTERNAL DATA CONCERNING SITE DATES AND HISTORIC INTERPRETATION
Only "a" entirely lacks European trade goods; "b" ~as one European item

reported; sites n c" - "r" a11.havevaryingamounts and types of European goods
(e.g. see Garrad, 1969(. Glass tradE;!·beqds from"c" are said'to infer a date
of ci rca 16'15 a.d. CeY'tai'n evi dence of Jes ui t presence is found on "h" and
possibly on "q". Sites "d" and "h"are each 12 acres in size (much larger than
the other sites). " .

OTHER DATA
, Rimsherd figures for site "b"are unlikely to be representative, as Wintemberg's

2,360 excavated rims are represented within the 361 recorded only by the 278
reported by MacNeish (1952:30) and a further 74 in the R.O.M. collection. Data
for 1,216 rims on site "0" is taken directly from Bell's report, and the separate
fi gures for MacMurchy I and MacMurchy II levels were totalled. there being only
one continuous occupation.

Clay pipe data for "b" was deduced from Wintell'berg's report (1946) by the
writer; and, for site "0" by reana lys is· by the wri ter in accordance with the Type
system now to follow.

As the samples vary widely (e.g. from 3 to 1,327 rimsherds, 5 to 177 clay
pipe i:>olds) the actuil,l number recorded for each site is stated as the bottom line
on the foll owi ng two charts. All other numbers are percentages.
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THE CRISIS IN CANADIAN SALVAGE ARCHAEOLOGY

A REPLY TO HAYDEN

,By "
William D. finlayson"

Museum of Indian ,Archaeology
The University of Western Ontario

, 1)1 a recent arti c1ei n thi s news1 etter, Bryan Hayden of the Depart']1ent of
Archaeology, Simon Fraser University has attempted to argue that there 1S a crisis
in Canadian salvage archaeology and tbat this is a r~sultof the policies of
~he Archaeological Survey of Canada, National Museum of Man, which he considers
to be "remarkably reacti onary, v/astefu1 and unimagi nati ve" (Haydel) 1976: 11).
His perspective is derived from his involvement, as field director (and contractor),
in the 1973 salvage excavations at the Draper site, a large partially undisturbed
Iroquoian village which was slated to be destroyed by the construction of the
New Toronto International Airport.

As director of the archaeological investigations at the New, Toronto
I nternati ona1 Ai rport in 1975 and 1976" whi ch were carri edout on contracts
between the Archaeological Survey of Canada and the University of Western
Ontario, I feel that a reply is in order to Hayden's commentary.

To do this, it is necessary to review br,ief1y the current status of Iroquoian
archaeology in Ontario and the history of excavations at the area of the New
Toronto International Airport.

The investigation of Iroquoian history and prehistory in Ontario has been
a subject of major concern of archaeologists for many decades. However, the
implementation of a salvage approach began only in 1970 and 1971 with J. V.
Wright's total excavation of the Nodwell site, a 14th-century, two-acre
Middleport substage village in Port Elgin, Ontario. The investigations produced
the first total village plan forany Iroquoian site in northeastern North
America and the report (Wright 1974) is one of the most detailed available for
any site in the province.

In 1972, the Archaeological Survey of Canada. National Museum of Man,
began its program of salvage archaeology which led to an increase in the salvage
excavation of Iroquoian sites. In 1972, Martha Latta directed excavations at
the McLeod, Draper and Boys sites while in 1973, Hayden directed the excavations
at the Draper and White sites. Between 1974 and 1976, Grant Tripp completed

, the salvage excavations at the White site, While in 1975, the author and
Peter Ramsden undertook the continuation of the excavations at the Draper site.
Finally irt 1976, the writer directed a survey of the 18.5 thousand acres
expropriated for the New Toronto International Airport in an attempt to locate
additional Iroquoian sites and to relate the Draper site to the sequence of
Iroquoian development in the West Duffins Creek--Rouge River area of southern
Ontari o.

In summary, it can be stated that salvage archaeology on Iroquoian sites is
relatively new in Ontario. The methods of investigation and the potential problems
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", ! •

Wh,ich,can be pursued are stiHissues whi,ch remain to be fully e)(plored. Certainly
tbere l1,as ro.t been, as Hayden has attempted to argue, "redundant excavati onsin

:' ! ,wh ich the same data ,are conecte~over and ove r ,agai n wi th no new di mens ions added
to our understanding of the past." This does not mean, however, that there have
bf:!e(l.no pr.o~lem~ in the developnjent of the salvage approach in Ontar,io Iroquoian
archaeology. In order to pursue, this statement f.urther, we can now turn to a
bri,ef review of the ,archaeological investigations in the area expropriated for
the N.ew Toronto. International Airport., . .. .

, In 1972, the salvage committee of the Ohtario Archaeological Society submitted
a proposal to conducts,alvageexcavations at, three S,ites near Torontp of which
Draper was one. As a result of the proposal, Dr. Howard Savage, president of
the, Ontariq Archaeological Society, was awarded a sal\(age contract and the proposed
excavati ons were ,undertaken by Martha' Latta, a graduate student in 1;he Department
of Anthropology, University of Toronto .. . ' . '... .

The ,1972 excavations at Draper resulted in the e!<cavation of 160 ,feet of a
housestrw;ture while a field school from the University of Toron1;p excavated
a midden ,near the house (Ramsden 1973:1). The loss of most of the field no,tes
frpm the 197? field season prevented a complete description and analysis of the
<;Iat,a, collected (Ramsden 1973:1) and precludeS a complete assessment of the results
of tl)is ,sa,lvage effort. However, surviving field notes suggest poor field
techniques. For instance, the house was excavated and record.ed in .rhomboi ds
whqse,sides ranged from 9 feet 7 inches to 11 feet 2 .inches in length. Further,
the ar'tiJacts recov~red were not properly catalogued, and accordi ngly, .it is
impos,sible to determine how much of the co.]lection is intact at the present time.

: It is probably fair to say that the 1972 salvage exc.avations at the Draper
site are a classic examp,le of the non-problem orientation which Hayden characterizes
as "scouring the earth for bits of information with only the vaguest notion of

, why or how suchinforma,tion fits into broader theories, or why they were
un,timatelyimportant" (HaYden 1976:7).

However, the description and analysis by Ramsden (1973) of the data recovered
by Latta's excavations are important in that he undertook the first intra-site
comparisons and concluded that:

"While far from cOnc1usive, these figures suggest that there may
be significant spatial distribution of certain pottery types
within the site, and this possibility warrants re-checking the
two previouslya,nalyzed collections and extracting the relevant
data" (Ramsden 1973:10).

, . Due to the perseverance of the Ontario Archaeological Society salvage committee,
particularly its prime motivator, Victor Konrad, the Archaeological Survey of Canada
was persuaded to continue the excavations at the Draper site and initiate
excavations at the White s,ite ,since a better field director had been found. In 1973,
Hayden, not the Ontario Archaeological Society, was awarded a contract, not a grant
to conduct the salvage excavations at the Draper and White sites.

An assessment of Hayden's investigations is aided by the results of the
investigations at the White site by Grant Tripp between 1974 and 1976, by the
investigations at the Draper site by the author and Ramsden in 1975, and by the
archaeological survey of the airport area directed by the author in 1976.
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It wi 11 be argued below that Hayden I s approach to the sal vage excavati on of
'the Draper site was one in which 'the field methodology was not appropriate to the
probl em,s defi ned by hi m, 1et alone to the salvage excavati on of an I roquoi an vi 11 age.

I, '" In undertaking the investigation of the Draper site settlenient pattern, Hayden
made one faul ty assumpti on. As he has recently stated: "It was assumed that the
village patterning would be manifest when the entire site had been excavated"
(Hayden 1976:8). The logical application of thisasstimption to an in-depth
excavation of a single house was that the house would be representative of all
hOuses in the village and that there could be no factors which would negate the
value of any data collected by such an'in-depth excavation...

" . , ,

On some Iroquoian sites in Ontario, suchan assumption might, in 'fact be valid.
However, it is not true at the Draper'site, since the large size of the site was
not the result of the coalescence of seveY'al smaller villages to build a single
large new village. Rather, the 1975 excavations demonstrate that the Draper village
experienced at least six expansions in which the population of the village grew
from an .estimated 600 people to 2,600 people (Finlayson 1976:16). Such expansions
i nvolved the reconstructi on of the pal i sade to increase the size of the vill age
and the construction of houses where palisades had previously stood. The pY'actice
ofd1sposal 'of refuse between rO\1S of pal isade has been 'noted on many Iroquoi an
sites in Ontari 0 such as the Forget site (W. Jury, per. comm.), the 'Benson site
(P.G:Ral1lsden, per. comm.) and the Maurice and Cahiague sites (A. E. Tyyska,
per. comm.). This means that house floors which were superimposed on top of
pa1i sades wi 11 incorporate refuse depos ited pri or to the cons trticti on of the house.
Given the sha 11 owness of the total depos it and the di s turbance from 1i vi ng .
activities within the house, it is impossible to determine which artifacts were
associated with the house and which Were associated with the refuse dumped at the
base of the pal i sade pri or to the constructi en of the house.

The 1975 excavations at the Draper site revealed that 13 of 33 houses (39%),
for which data are currently available, had been constructed over or directly
adjacent to areas where palisade had once stood (Finlayson 1975:224). This
included both House No.1 excavated by Latta in 1972 and House No.2 excavated
by Hayden in 1973 (see Figure 1).

As a result, the intra-structure distributional studies undertaken by Hayden
and other analysts of House No.2, after the 1973 field season, are; at lenst ir.
part, invalid, sirce they assumed, implicitly, that all data recovered were
representative of activities which took place only during the occupation of the
house. Since the greatest density of artifacts is in the west end of House Nc. 2,
the area where the palisade of the core area (Area P., Fi~ure 1) of the villi:~fe
once existed, all interpretations about activity areas and the social organization
of the occupants r:ust he disc1<rrled or "t l(>c.st subjected to major rethinking since
the data base is faulty.

W"at is most perturbing is that the data excavated by Hayden are suggestive of
the pY'esence of this palisade. However, given his lack of previous experience with
Iroquoian archaeology, he did not recognize or pursue this Situation in the field.
Had he recognized this, he cOl-'ld heve defined village expansion and its concomitant
causes and effects as a crucial factor in the history of the occupation of the
Draper village--a problem most worthy of further investigaticr. Such, hovlever, v:as
not the case.
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similar to that of Draper prevailed for the 1973 excavations at
These excavations were directed by Patsy Cook under Hayden's

A situati on
the White site.
s upervi s ion.

It is, however, very difficult to assess the results of this work since manuscripts
are available only on the stone and bone artifacts, flora and fauna. Information
on the nature and results of the excavations for settlement data, and on the ceramic
artifacts, are not available. After a recent request to examine this material,
Grant Tripp, who completed the excavations at the White site and is currently
prepari ng a fi na1 report on the site, was to1 d by Cook that she intended to
complete thedescri pti on and ana1ys is and that unti 1 th i s was done he coul d not
examine. the data (letter to Tripp dated November 10, 1976).

We do know, however, that the excavations consisted of 32 test squares (Cook
1974:3). These are reported to have contained no evidence of house structures
(Cook 1974:3, Hayden 1974:61). It is interesting to note, however, that the
excavations byG. Tripp in 1974 and 1975 in areas around some of these units revealed
the presence of six house structures and that several units of excavation in 1973
were located within two of these houses. Further investigation on a plateau to
the south revealed an additional four structures.

Thus, it can be argued that once again, the techniques of excavation used
at the White site in 1973 were inadequate and inappropriate.

Another example will demonstrate the questionable nature of the interpretations
proposed by Hayden. In his approach to the study of the Draper site settlement
pattern, Hayden initiated a number of ecological studies. One of these, by
Irene Bowman (1974) involved the plotting of the distribution of large pine stands
in the vicinity of the Draper site as noted in early historical documents, such
as surveyors' records. It is proposed that these pine stands occurred where the
agricultural fields, belonging to the Draper village, were located.

While Bowman (1974:14) notes that there is an area to the northwest of the
Draper site which contained pine trees which were taller and presumably older,
Hayden assumes t,hat Bowman's data mapPed the location of only the Draper agricultural
fi e1ds .

Had serious consideration been given to Bowman's data, it could have been
hypothesized that there were additional sites in the area and that the distribution
of the pine stands coincided with the location of more agricultural fields than those
associated with the Draper site.

Further archaeological surveying in the airport area in 1976 located four
(and probably five) previously unknown Late Ontario Iroquoian villages which are
located such that their agricultural fields could have been located in the same
area proposed by Hayden as those representing the fields from Draper. Thus, once
again, a faulty assumption (i.e. that Draper was the only site in the area) led to
premature and inaccurate interpretations.

It is also interesting to note that the Draper site is not as rare a site, in
terms of its partially undisturbed deposits, as Hayden believes. The 1976
archaeological survey at the New Toronto International Airport located another Late
Ontario Iroquois village in which three of the eight acres are undisturbed.
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Similarly, archaeological survey under the writer's direction over the past four
years in southern Ontario has located two Iroquoian villages, one of which is
partially undisturbed and the other, completely undisturbed. It is the writer's
feeling that many more partially or completely undisturbed sites will become

'I avail able for investi gation as concentrated surveys of southern Ontari 0 are
initiated.

Finally, it can also be noted that Hayden's investigations at the Draper site
in i1973 are not unique, as he would like his readers to believe. Relatively
detailed excavations on undisturbed Iroquoian sHes ir, Cntar<() have taken place
although the data are still being analyzed. For instance, in 1969 Alan Tyyska (1969)
directed the detailed excavation of one loYit:'r.c1use c:t roth the f!aUlice ane Robitaille
sHes.

Similarly, Hayden's ecological studies are, at least in part, similar to
those conducted by Heidenreich, et a1. (1969,1971) for the Maurice and Robitaille
sites in the Penetang Peninsula in 1969 and 1970 and by Byrne (1973) in the Crawford
Lake region in 1972.

In summary, it can be stated that the 1973 salvage excavations at the Draper
site produced a very limited body of data, much of which is of very questionable
Value in the interpretation of the site. Certainly, major modifications are
required to the report produced by Hayden in light of the data gathered in 1975.
Until this is done, his report is certainly not worthy of publication.

Further, Hayden did not utilize the data collected to its fullest extent. While
the data were excavated in 50 cm. subsquares ,in 3 cm. levels, the analysis was
conducted in 2 m. squares. Hayden argues that this was necessary due to a lack of
funds for computer programming and computer time. What is most perturbing is that
this appears to demonstrate a lack of commitment by Hayden to his approach to the
excavation of the Draper site. If he believes that his approach is really valuable
and has significant contributions to make to the study of Iroquoian prehistory, why
has he not obtained additional research funds from other agencies to undertake
the detailed types of analysis he originally intended?

The 1975 excavations at the Draper site had a totally different orientation
from Hayden's in 1973. This was, in large part, due to the necessity to complete
t·he excavations in one field season since the site was slated to be destroyed in the
spring of 1976. However, the 1974 season was not wasted as Hayden has attempted to
argue. While my own research plans had been set and prevented excavations at the
Draper site, the Archaeological Survey of Canada did provide a contract to design
and test a computer based system for the processing, description and preliminary
analysis of settlement pattern data which was to be used on the Draper site in 1975.
After testing, the system was substantially revised and was ready for use in 1975.
In addition, we undertook the development of a set of computer programs to handle
processing of the catalogue data. Thus, in 1975, we had the beginning of a computer
based system to handle the data we set out to collect.

Our objectives in 1975 were many. Our contract from the Archaeological Survey
of Canada called for the complete excavation of the site. This was interpreted as
an attempt to obtain: (1) a total village p1an--that is, the location, dimensions,
s pacing, orientation and nature of all 10nghouses within the village; (2) the
nature and location of the palisades and; (3) the location extent, nature and
contents of the middens on the site. One of the explicitly stated objectives of the
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excavations was to attempt to collect data on the demography of the Draper village
since this would be the first Late Ontario Iroquois village in Ontario to be subject
to total or attempted total excavation. Essentially, this was the core requirement
outlined by the Archaeological Survey of Canada. However, this was notour only
objective in the excavations. To this, we added, with the full knowledge, consent
and encouragement from the Archaeological Survey of Canada, the following additional
objecti ves.

First, I was personally interested in the subsistence practices of the Huron
occupants of the Draper site. This problem was pursued by the extensive use of
a flotation technique in processing relatively large amounts of midden deposits and
samples from all pits in all houses. A full-time position durin!:! the field season
was allocated to the processing of all samples in the field and the initial
identification of all preserved carbOli;zed seeds in 200 of the more than 3,000
samples processed. In addition, a faunal analyst joined the project one month
after its beginning and pursued his investigations the remaining 11 months of
the contract.

A second additional
of the occupation of the
palaeosols under middens
occupation of the site.
field season.

objective of the project was an investigation of the effects
village on the soils of the site and an examination of
to reconstruct the vegetation cover at the time of
To this end, one full position was allocated during the

A third additional objective, one directly associated with the problem of total
site excavation, was the experimentation with new techniques of data recovery and
data processing. In addition to the development of a computer based system for the
processing, description, and analysis of all major categories of data, we experimented
with the following techniques: (1) the use of bulldozers and roadgraders in
removing topsoil (even on the undisturbed portion of the site, after more than half
the regular field season was completed and the destruction of the whole site appeared
imminent); (2) the use of small front end (bob-cat type) loaders for the cutting
of some test trenches, moving back dirt piles, removing topsoil not removed by the
heavier equipment, and for removal of living floor deposits and their dumping in
large screening boxes for further processing; (3) the use of mechanical sod cutters
for the removal of sod above living floor deposits; (4) the use of mechanical
screens to process both mi dden and 1i vi ng floor depos i ts ; (5) the use, a1 beit
unsuccessful, of conveyor systems for loading midden deposits into mechanical
screens; (6) the use of fire fighting pumps and hoses to (a) wet down dried out
portions of the site previously exposed by power equipment and (b) as a source of
water for water screening of living floor deposits from longhouses--by far the
fastest and most efficient method of processing these deposits in either one- or
two-and -a-half meter squares and; (7) the use of pressurized water sprayers in
washing specimens.

Finally, I was interested in collecting information on the costs of archaeological
excavations and analyses. Included were data on: (a) the amounts of topsoil moved
by' big bulldozers/hour; (b) number of one meter squares of living floor which can
be shovelled through mechanical screens/person/day; (c) the number of mi1es/vehicle/
day gi ven the 1ocati on of the 1abs and res i dences; (d) the cos ts of feedi nq crews

(including the number of pounds of charcoal needed to cook 50 pounds of steak every
Friday night for their entire field season); and (e) the number of hours required
to catalogue specimens/cubic meter of midden deposits, or pit fill deposit.

cont'd on page 27
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, Will. C. Noble, Chairman

, '0. H: J. A~chae9)ogi c~1 Commit~ee

In ~'74,Wh~l1th$,new and,eJ<p~nded,ontilrioHe)'it~ge F6undation came into
b~i!lg ~,(ts' 'forerunner,l have }eilrn~~~egan ii)' J9,69) ,ana~e!ldnien~ 't(), t~e~~fi
(Q ; ,'Reg, ,,2~2/7.5),9ilV€l,the i~oundation:power~ 'to awar~ ~rilnts •• " ,,lIccordi n91.>, ",'
t~e 'O.H;F \archaeql ogi~a1~olllrnitt~$ spentconsi ~$rab1,e 'ti mei,n In5~ss~~~ing
c urrentarcHaeol'ogic;a1 'need~inthe, Proyi n¢e 't.o,formy1 ate granting p()lJcies" '
, to, contend with t.h~se percei ve'dne~ds. Vnder}hearcrae91ogica1 chairnians~ipi
Of ,pr., ~idneyF.. Wi se'1,a~Ub:;conimi~t$e w,a,sstruck~0Illpose,8:of t~e ay~hor, •.
Clyde Kennedy , Alan TYY~~ailnd Charred by Ken Dawson . Th 1ssyb -comnnttee met 1 n
ottawil"SeptemiJet19'7fi, where pr9p6~ed~ped fi c~t.iO'nsfor iin ,ilrchijeqlogi cal 'i

granting policy were refined. ,Thepropose<;lpoli~yw'ils,raj;ifjedp.vj;he full
O.H.F. Board, December 11,1975. ,',' ',,',,' , ,," ,

Esserit;all'y ••," the, ,'sub-c8~mi~t~eidenJ;ffe<;l ,fivem~jor.ar~a~,\'!her~ grilnt tng
monieswererieeded to stiniu1 ate archaeo1 ogica1researchi n the Province; over

',.", "- .. ,'....".; " '", :.,' ""i ,".", "': .. : ',,',.',: ','.' :_<: ... ",.:: .. ','," -',"",' ','; ,'., , ... _.' ,,' !".' ':! .. '_ ': :. ,.... , ._,-';.'_'<'.,,' .,.• :- '. ~.'-:' .-",.-'" '.1.
anp ilbove "ordlffer(!,n~ from th~. sup'port,Linderta~~n ,bY9J:h)r'igr~ntl ngag~nQl,E)~.,

,sp(!Cifi.cally; il fj'rst Col)~i<\el"iltion,d(!.~)j; wit~~hefu,nclii)g ,;of gril<\uilj;esM~nt~,
ilnd'(!xperiehce~',laype.rsons. It has, 1Qrlg be,enrec(lgriizMby sOlne 'Ofus~n11tyften
the best qUillityal"Cnaeologi,ca lwork 'is t~rned i 11 byenerge,tis, a~pi!ringgracl~ate
s ~udents emplOYed on aseas(,lna1ba~is. Thereas9nslforthisp,h~nomeI10n,ilre obvious
',Il ndneed no1;det~inus' here,but :whaj; 'Js ',important'.i s ,thatip •o.ur.assessment '. i.t
Wa,~cl.ear thatno.C,il,l)adi an fundi ng6genc,ywas c\lrrerltT'yp,rovf<\Jngdjr~ct fun,dsto
Rradyate ,studel1t~.or ,exp~rienQ,ed ,1 ayp~rsons. ,Su,yhindiyidu,a1s ,had ,to gothroHgh
, ilryi riter,mediary .'. profeSSOr orspOI1Sor(~),. .I t ;W<lsan<\ isth~ O. H',F. ,~rchaeologi:ca 1
commi tt,ee I sopinion that writing l,lP agrantprqpq~a 1, ,arrangi ngthe Jogis.tic,~,
handling th eaccounti n!1, and wri, tiM yp th~ .fin ~1 resuJtsconsti,tute~animportan t
educational experience that most archaeological graduate students could (if not
shoUld) be, expOsed to in thei,rtrai ning~milj;,uratiOn "pro,yess ~, '

, ".' '.' ,- - .' """".: ...' ..... ;> ' .." -.' ',,' ,

'·A' ,Se'cor1d6r~~o(jus.tJficatlon for, ,an .arch~e610gi~al granting,pro.grilmi11E!'by
t~,eO.H;F.1ieswithin specific Proyfnc'ialparal)1~ters'iAsOf 19751 nooutsid~
funding agency was concert~q1Y focus i ngits attenti on on thearcha~ol ogica1
knpw1 (!dge ,andconserVati on of aroraeo1'9gi cal re~ourQes with in Ontari 0, To this
end" the O.H.F. was and j~ a ,logical Organ'izati6nt~at,can9uaranteesustained
an<\oohtinualresearch-oriented attentjon to. ,such Ill~'tters. )t ,remains true that
the' archaeo1 ogi cal secti on withi n the Mi ni strY of Culture, ,and Recreati On, is
devoting considerable time and money to Provincial archaeological problems, but
these are largely as~ociated with planning an<\.inventorY,assessments. Purely

, research prob1ems and capita1 expenditur~srequire ,externa1s~pport !lot normally
, handled by the Ministry, nor deemedto,pe of particular and'specific interest to
, Fede'ra1 grantingagencie~o,r th$ CanadaC.ouncil. Indeed, His currently kno,wl1
that ,the Federal government has slated nomoni es f9r archaeo1ogi cal research with i n
'theProvince of Ontario (or Quebec) for at1eas~ the next five years I , "
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Thirdly, our sub-committee recognized that a considerable backlog of information
concerning Ontario's prehistory exists in various unanalysed collections and
unpublished manuscripts. In most cases it would only take a sum of money to resolve
analytical. editorial. and publication costs to make this information available to
the public. Accordingly. we have placed a high priority on grants which promise to
reduce backlogged information. Such an approach should go a long way towards
clarifying many formal aspects of Ontario's "oral archaeological tradition".
(This in itself is lengthy and very interesting. depending upon whom you listen to.)

A fourth area of granting concern to our sub and full archaeological committee
has to do with the Ontario Archaeological Society. As the largest public
organization that addresses itself to the research and preservation of Ontario
archaeological history (indeed, the largest in Canada), the O.A.S. is deemed to be
a worthwhile body that should be preserved. encouraged. and stimulated to continue
in expanded fashi on its productive programmes of monthly meeti ngs. sympos i a, and
publications. It is the O.H.F. archaeological committee's view that the O.A.S.
needs a financial "shot in the arm", and as such we are engaged in an endeavour to
allot a capital grant from the O.H.F.• as well as secure continual non-statutory
annual granting from the Ministry of Culture and Recreation, to ensure the
continuation of this worthy and viable organization.

Fifthly. the O.H.F. archaeological committee has recognized a specific deficiency
in Provincial encouragement to young Canadian scholars interested in Ontario
archaeological subjects. This is integrated with many factors. not the least of
which is that our big universities in the Province either do not offer a Ph.D. in
archaeology. or are not successfully graduating very many candidates. Indeed, it is
recognized that the graduate faculties have become so cosmopolitan and international
that the Provincial needs have virtually been forgotten! To help offset this
astonishing situation. the O.H.F. has created the $10,000. David Boyle Scholarship.
which is intended not only to commemorate the remarkable contributions of one of our
more creative Canadian/Provincial scholars, but also to encourage and recognize
thought-provoking, innovative scholarly research by young scholars interested in
Ontario archaeological subjects. It is believed that this scholarship will allow
opportunities,not otherwise available. for various scholars to take a year to

. write up a significant aspect of Ontario's prehistory.

The refereeing of any granting programme poses an important factor contributing
t.owards its success, fairplay, and validity. The system developed within the O.H.F.
recognizes all of the above as well as introduces a measure of efficiency that
eliminates much unnecessary "red tape". The five-member. native-born, archaeological
committee has regional specialization which it brings to bear on archaeological grant
applications. and their decisions must be presented to and ratified by the O.H. F.
Board. Since the Board normally meets once a month. grant allocations can be expedited
very quickly. To date. no O.H.F. archaeological grant application has had to await
more than two months for a decision.

The O.H.F. archaeological committee has established two forms of research grants
(Type A and B). open to all competent applicants on a part-time or full-time basis,
for work in the Province of Ontario. Type A grants are awarded to persons wishin~! to
analyse existing archaeological collections. and since this is in essence means
cleaning up' a backlog problem. our highest priority for funding is currently directed
towards this end. Type B research grants are intended to support new archaeological
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research. Capital grants are also available, intended primarily to defray costs
for fixed assets such as installations, special equipment, vehicles, or the purchase,
conservation or maintenance of an archaeological property. In this latter case, the
situation would normally have to be tied into an on-going research progran~e.

A brief perusal of the archaeological grants awarded by the O.H.F. to date
indicates that the programme is on ly nO~1 getti n9 under way. In fact, it is
reasonable to predict from the modest beginning of $34,415. awarded to 5 applicants
in 1975, and the $111,062. awarded to 21 applicants in 1976, thiJ.t the 1977 figure
r::ay well approach thl: $200,000. to quarter millier dollar range. In 1976, 14
applications totalling $187,129. were refused, largely on the following grounds:
1) inadequate training of the applicant; 2) the scale of the project was not
commensurate with the budget; 3) the project had a relatively low significance
to potential contributions to Ontario prehistory; and 4) simply because there vIas
poor concepti on and ferrul ation of the proposed project. As appl i cants becteree
more sophisticc\terJ crc, ade~t at writing grant applica.tions, I am certain the figures
will increase. There defi nitely are enough worthy candi dates in the Provi nee (and
outside) to sustain a healthy Provincial grantin(1 programme, and this, I stress, is
over and above the monies (ca. $400,000.) invested through the Ministry's ~rogrwmes.

To .round out this report, let me enunciate certain basic principles adopted by
theO.H.F. archaeological committee regarding grants. First, granting priorities
will be subject to periodic review as changing needs are assessed. At present,
working off Ontario's a.rchaeo·loqic:al bacl,lc,g has the highest priority. Second,
a holdback of 15 per cent of the total grant ,·lill be made until adequate cvic:E:rcc
of ,a publishable report has been submitted tc satisfy the conditions of the grant.
Thi I'd, any app 1i cant can request or be reques ted to appear before the O. H. F.
archaeological committee to explain his case. Fourth, the O.H.F. Maintains the
first right to publish any research it has supported, and, indeed, may guarantee
an author this privilege. Fifth, all archaeological grants awarded by the O.H.F.
~Jill be duly acknwledged by the rreipier,t ef any verbal or IItitten f'l"e:,rnt,'i(,r.

To sum, we have instituted in Ontario an archaeological granting prograr:me,
through,the O.H.F., that has no precedent elsewhere in Canada (or the U.S.A.~. ThE
O~H.F. archaeological committee is convinced that the requisite talent exists inside
and outsi de thi s Provi nce to undertake the necessaY'Y Y'E'Sei'Y'cI: neecicr' to further
elucidate Ontario's prehistory, and we are willing to experiment with funding avenues
tp see some of this accomplished. Present and future estimates of Provincial
archaeological funding clearly place Ontario in an enviable front-running position,
which is not surprising since it is the largest and richest Province in the Dominion.

In essence, the innovative granting policies contained herein are part and
parcel of a new awareness and assertion of Provincial rights over the economic, legal
and conservation aspects of Ontario's prehistory. It is believed that the O.H.F.
archaeological granting policy will payoff in the long run, fOr not only as it is
providing funds to resolve particular research problems, and to persons not always
admissable for other funding sources, but there is a publishing outlet to bring the
granted projects to final fruition. "

Grant application forms, simplified and standardized March 1, 1976, are
available upon request from Mr. Wm. A. Russell, Archaeological Coordinator, Historical
Planning and Research Branch, Ministry of Culture and Recreation, Queen's Park,
Toronto M7A 2R9.
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LETTERS TO THE EOITOR

Oear Sir:

The past three issues of ARCH NOTES have carried a new feature entitled
"The Noble Report". It is a most useful contribution because, for the first
time, it is possible to obt,in some definitive statement of the manner in which
the Ontario Heritage Act is being interpreted. Even though it is annoying
to be lectured as if we were all naughty children who deserved the discipline
now inflicted by the Ontario Government "for our own good", the information
provided is useful.

However, in reading Or. Noble's interpretation, there are, here and there,
what seem to the writer to be discrepancies between his statements and the Act
itself. In his second report, for instance (ARCH NOTES, February 1977, page 5)
the statement is made that: "The committee in turn approves, approves in
principle pending completion of an application, or rejects licence or permit
applications. The committee's decisions are then given to the Minister ... "
The implication of this is that the Archaeological Committee acts as an independent
body reporting directly to the Minister, not as part of the Ontario Heritage
Foundation, whereas Part II, Section 9 of the Ontario Heritage Act specifically
states that "The Foundation may advise and make recommendations to the Minister ..
If, in fact, Dr. Noble is correct in his statement, the Archaeological Committee
holds, by reason of its access to the Minister, almost dictatorial powers over all
archaeology in the Province. That this interpretation of the Committee's powers
is not a simple slip appears to be confirmed by Dr. Noble's statement in his first
report (ARCH NOTES, January, 1977, page 14) that: "The archaeological committee
stands as the senior advisory group to the Minister on all archaeological matters
pertaining to the Province of Ontario." The role of the Ontario Heritage Foundation
as a whole as far as archaeology in Ontario is concerned is apparently delegated
to a small minority of its membership (5 out of 21) and, as this group is the only
one with easy access to the Minister, it exercises completely unfettered power as
jury and judge. This is, if it is true, an extremely unhealthy state of affairs.

In the second report, (ARCH NOTES, February 1977, page 5) Dr. Noble refers to
Conservation Licensing and says that it has been in effect since January 1977.
I? this statement an official announcement of the new policy? If not, where has
there been an official announcement and how do the institutions concerned obtain
application forms for such licences?

Finally, I feel that it is necessary to correct a statement which bears a
semblance of accuracy but in fact is much more important than would appear from
Dr. Noble's repqrt. I refer to the paragraph begi nni ng: "All persons who are
refused a 1icence are entitled to ... " He goes on to say: "To date, one such
archaeological hearing, undertaken to test the Act, returned a verdict upholding
the 14inister's decision to refuse a licence." The one hearing to which Dr. Noble
referred was the case of Mr. Bryan Snow's appeal against the refusal of the Minister
to grant him a licence for the excavation of the Seed site in the Boyd Conservation

·area as the core of a credit course in archaeology to be granted to Secondary
School students. The programme was a joint one involving the ROM (which was to be
responsible for the archaeology and had designated Mr. Bryan Snow to be the director),
the Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, and the Metro School Board.
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Mr. S~9w applied for and receiv~d a licencet9direct the archaeologici;ll w()rk.
The. flrst year of the. prograrrane was 1975 and 1 t was a tremendous suc.cess fromevery
poi nt Pfvi ew, Mr. Snow. 's appl i cat.i on for ali cence to con.tJnue the p,rojecLunder
the same auspices in 1976.was, however, turned down bythe.Ministeroh. the,.·
recommendation of the Ontario Heritage Foundation which, as we can see from Or. Noble's
remarks, means the Archaeological Committee. Mr. Snow requested a hearing, and
that hearing was held before the Conservation Review Board on November 18, 1976 under
the chairmanship of Ernest Valorie Swain. The Ministry was represented by a lawyer,
Mr. Marshall; no memb~rs of the Ministry of Culture and Recreation nor of the Ontario
Heritage Foundation. Were present. Mr. Snow was represented by the Royal Ontario
Museum's lawyers but representatives of the Museum, of the Conservation Authority
and of the Metro School Board were also present to give evidence before the Chairman.
It will be noted in passing that this hearing was not held to "test the Act"
as Dr. Noble has stated, but to di scover whether the reasons adduced for "propos i ng
to refuse" ali cence to Mr. Snow were, in fact, subs tanti ated by the evi dence
available and, if they were not, take what action was possible to redress the injury
done to Mr. Snow's reputation and to the projected field school programme.

The Chairman's decision was based on a technicality: the Minister could not
grant a licence in November 1976 for a project which was planned for the period
June 10 to September 10, 1976, even though the delay was not the fault of Mr. Snow
or the Museum. No Review Board could require the Minister to do the impossible.
This, of course, is true but did not meet the issue which was properly before the
hearing. Furthermore, it seems. possible, under such a narrow interpretation, for
the Minister to refuse or to "propose to refuse" a licence c.nd then, by timing
the hearing for a date after the planned period of the excavation, to avoid giving
<\nyjustification for refusing the permit. This, surely is not the intent of the
heahng procedure.. . .

The Chairman, however, noted that no evidence was produceq before· him t·o indicate
that any member of the Ontari 0 Heri tage Foundati on had visited the Seed site, had
met or spoken with Mr. Snow, or had consultedoutsicje authorities on his qualifications,
experience, person<\lity, etc. The statements in the Minister's letter in which he
proposed to refuse. ali cence, therefore, insofar as they referred to Mr. Snow's
"intellectual and scholarly maturity" were unsubstantiated. The Chairman, in fact,
stated that "the Board ·i s of the opi ni on that Mr. Snow has the profess i ona1 competency,
the academic background, the enthusiasm, the motivation and the mature leadership
qualities required of a project such as that on the Seeq site .••.. It is to be
hoped that he will consider th)s entire episode as a minor technical setback on the
path to what there is every indication will be a distinguished career in his chosen
discipline."

The Chairman, moreover, in his report drew attention to several specific
weaknesses in the procedures established for application, approval and rejection of
1icences under the Ontari 0 Heritage Act.

I can only say that Dr. Noble's treatment of this important first hearing before
the Conservation Review Board indicates that he has not read that Board's formal
report on the hearing or that he chooses to ignore the shortcomings of the procedures
under which licences are granted, refused or suspended. Other examples of this
attitude could easily be adduced, but the main point of all of this is surely, that he,
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i\sChairman of the Archaeological Committee, which - in his own words • has the
prerogative of advising the Minister in all archaeological matters, ~hou1d be,
'somewhat more humble, open and respo(lsib1e in the performan,ce of his duties in
SU9h a complex and important field as Ontario archaeology.

,Yours sincerely, ,

A. D. Tushingham,
Chief Archaeologist'
Royal Qntario Museum

* * * * * *

HISTORICAL/UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY

, The'Society for Historical Archaeology and'the Advisory Council on Underwater
Archaeology announce the 11th Annual Conference of the Society and 9th Advisory
Council (formerly International Conference) on Underwater Archaeology at the
St. Anthony Hotel, San Antonio, Texas on January 4- 7, 1978.

General Chairman: Kathleen Gilmore,
North Texas State University;
Institute of Applied Sciences,
N. T. Box 5057,
Denton, TX 76203

SHA Program Chai rmen:

ACUA Program Chairman:

Dan Scurlock,
Texas Historical Commission,
P. O. Box 12276,
Austin, TX 78711

Thomas Hes ter,
Center for Archaeological Research,
University of Texas at San Antonio,
San Antonio, TX 78285

Barto Arnold,
Texas Historical Commission,
P. O. Box 12276,
Austin, TX 78711.
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cont'd from page 20
These and ,many more ,ki.nds of data were considered valuable for 'the planning of
fuJ;ureexcavationsand their succesSful funding--be they salvage, rescue"or
research. ,In particular,:it was felt that estimated costs on analysis time were
impo.rj;antsince the author feels that all too often granting or contracting agencies
provid.e funds adequate for the excavation of data but inadequate for the processing,
description, analysis and,pLlblicationof these.

In pursuing the above objectives, given ·the large size of the site--6 to 8 acres
(sic)-- and the apparent limited amount of time, a crew of 43 individuals was
assembled to undertake the planned investigations. This, of course, was only
poss i b,l eby the size. of the contract-~$2l4 ,4g6--mos t but not all of wh i chwas
provided ,by the Ministry .of Transport after extended negotiations with the Archaeological
Survey of Canada and the National Museum of Man. In retrospect, it must be
remembered that the largest single amount of money directed to the excavation of any
Iroquoian site in, Ontario prior to 1974 was the $23,000 contract to Hayden in 1973.
In contrast, for instanoe, the 1971 total excavation (but not analysis) of the
~odwell site, a two-acre Iroquoian village disturbed by cultivation, had cost only
$12,500 '(J.V. Wright, per. comm.). Had the precedent which has'now been set for
the 1975 and 1976 i nvesti gations at the New Toronto International Ai rport been
previously established, .it would have been much easier to convince the Ministry
of Transport of the need for 1arge amounts of money to undertake the necessary
investigations.

During the course of the investigations, it was discovered that the site did
not cover 6 to 8 acres as determined by all previous excavations, but rather,
covered 12 to 15 acres. Apparently, none of the previ ous inves ti gators had bothered
to i nves ti gate the .farm to the south of the Draper farm where an additi onal 5 to 6
acres of site were discovered in 1975. Further, an additional one acre (approximately)
of. site was located to the north of the site area as previ ously defi ned. Th i s
revelation led to a renegotiation of the original contract for an additional $40,000.
It did not result in the overspending of the original contract by $305,000 as one
of my noble colleagues has recently suggested. The additional funding allowed
the hiring of an additional 17 individuals and the extension of the field Season
for 2 1/2 months with a reduced crew.

The results of the ,1975 investigations have been summarized in a preliminary
form elsewhere (Finlayson 1975, 1976). However, it is perhaps relevant to summarize
some of these here, particularly those which are of relevance to Hayden's commentary.

The results of the investigations may be summarized as follows:

1. The Draper village underwent at least six expansions as a result of which the
population grew from an estimated 600 individuals to 2,600 individuals. Interestingl
neither of the houses excavated by Latta or Hayden were part of what currently
appears to be the core area of the village, and both were built over areas
where palisades had previously been located.

2. There is considerable variation in the size and spacing of houses and some
variation in their orientation.

3. A total of 18 middens were located and more than 1550 one-meter squares were
excavated, with a number of middens being totally excavated.
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4.c More than 3,000 fl otati on sampl eswere collected and processed from depos its
. on the site. The identification of 1/15 of the samples provided abundant

new data, on the nature of the util i zation of pl ant reSources by the' occupants
of the site. Of particular. significance 'was the identification of'carbonized
tobacco seeds (Nicotina rustica) which was one of the first records of its
recovery on any archaeolog; cal s itein eastern North Ameri ca.

,It is estimated that 40 to 50;000 additional identifiable specimens were recovered
.' and await identification.

Further, a huge quantity of charcoal was recovered. ,An examination of a small
portion of this suggest it might be possible to correlate variations ,in firewood
used with village expansion.

5. More than 3,300 soil samples Were collected for a "soil bank" for the site.
These samples are being analyzed to: a) investigate the nature of the soils
and soil forming,process in and around the site; b) investigate the effects
of the occupation of the village on these soils; c) assess the techniques'
of analysis which have been applied to investigation of' archaeological problems,
and; d) educate the schol arly communi tyand the public about the useful ness
of ,soil studies on archaeological sites.

6. The midden data have provided a source file which will be used to conduct an
empirical study of sampling techniques for middens on Iroquoian sites.

7.. The investigations have resulted in the development ofacomputer based system
for the description, processing, and analysis of most classes' of data for Late
Ontario Iroquoian site in southern Ontario. A proposal has been submitted for
major funding to revise and enhance this system so that it can be applied to
the investigation of any Iroquoian site in Ontario, be it on a research, rescue
or salvage basis.

8. Important data have been gathered which will help the preparation of estimates
of future archaeological investigations on Ontario Iroquoian sites.

In summary, it is the author's feeling that the 1975 excavations at the Draper
site have produced the largest and most important body of data which is available for
a.ny Iroquoian.site in Ontario (and northeastern North America). Further, the results
Were in no way influenced by the inadequate, superficial and "armchair" (theoretically
oriented but methodically inadequate) approach undertaken by Hayden in 1973,
particularly since his manuscripts were not available until after the planning for
the 1975 investigations had been completed.

The final assessment of the 1975 excavations at the Draper site can, of course,
only be undertaken after their final publication, which is forthcoming.

It is the author's opinion that the Archaeological Survey of Canada's approach
to salvage (rescue) archaeology has not been "wasteful and unimaginative" but has
been most productive, imaginative and supportive of new perspectives towards
archaeological research in Canada.
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THE EARLY ARCHAIC IN ONTARIO

A REQUEST FOR DATA

By
MimaKapches

Department of Anthropology
University of Toronto

In Ontario, and for the area of Northeastern North America as a whole, it is
generally thought that there was little occ,upation b,y Early Archaic peoples,(~a.
8000~2500 B.C.). In New York state Ritchie (1969) argues that there' was a~iatus in
the occupation of the state between the Late Paleo-Indian and the Late Archaic
period. In Michigan Fitting comments that "the problem of ,E~rly Archaica~dMiddle

Archaic ~aterials in Michigan, or the lack of them, continues to be a major concern
in Michigan archaeology" (l975:xiv). For Ontario Wright comments that this period
is poorly known and states that there is "a very thin scattering of early projectil e
point varieties" (1972:25).

Projectile points typologically assignable to the Early Archaic period have been
found in the areas surrounding the Lowe.r Great Lakes. However, the numb~,rs of
projectile points described and reported in the literature are very few:' for'example,
Noble describes one LeCroy bifurcate stemmed point from the Van Besien site (1975a:28)
He alludes to the occurrence of other early points in Ontario when he states "similar
examples of thE, type occur in various collections from the region north of Lake Erie
t,o Hamilt0nl'(1975a:28). Noble (1975b) argues against an Early Archaic cultural
hiatus in Ontario. Wright also refers to the presence of such points when he mentions
a "scatteri ng" of exampl es . He further postul ates a "penetrati on into southwes tern

, Ontario by Early Archaic hunte.rs from the Ohio Valley via the Windsor area" (1972:25).
, From these comments it is probable that there were small bands of hunters who visited

the Ontario region on hunting expeditions and left sparsely scattered remains of
their presence. However at the moment it is not possible to estimate the nature and
extent of the presence of Early Archaic groups in Ontario. As yet there has been
no attempt to correlate the variety of projectile point types present and their
distribution throughout the province. , This is a study I am currently undertaking,
and 'for this study I would like to ask for the assistance of O.A.S. members in
collecting data.

Iri ,the remainder oJ this paper I will briefly describe various types of Early
Archaic projectile points that may be present in your collections, and some attributes
of these,points that you may use to identify other points as, possibly, Early Archaic.
If you find that you have points you consider to be of these types, or with some of
the attributes described, I would appreciate your sending me certain information
concerning them (information described below). From this data it will be possible
to evaluate in greater detail the nature of the presence of Early Archaic peoples
in Ontario.
Attributes of Early Archaic Projectile Points

The following are a few attributes of Early Archaic points which you may keep in
mind when examining your collections. The descriptive terms used for the points are
illustrated in Fig. lao
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1. Exotic Raw Material: these points are often made of cherts not locally
available in Ontario, for example Upper Mercer flint or Flint Ridge chalcedony
(both from Ohio) these are colourful cherts (red, brown, black, white and
grey), in contrast to the grey Onondaga chert of Ontario.

2. Beveled Edges: Whenlooked at in plainview (straight on) one edge of the
point may have steep secondary retouch (Fig. lb). In cross-section this
surface ,is beveled (Fig. lc). When the point is turned over, there may be
another steeply retouched edge (Fig. ld). When this retouch occurs on the
same edge of the point on both the obverse and reverse sides (i.e. in Fig. lb
and ld; the left edge) the point has alternate edge beveling. This results
in a rhomboidal cross-section (Fig. le). Beveling can occur on only one
edge of a point or on both edges of the same side of the point. The obverse
side of the point is arbitrarily designated as that side with the catalo~ue

marking.

3. Serration of the Edges: The lateral edges of the point may be retouched such
that the edge of the point has a sinuous appearance. This is called a
serrated'edge (Fig. If). The serrated edge mayor may not occur on a beveled
edge.

4. Basal Grinding: Some grinding or smoothing may be present on the edges of
the baseanct stem of the point.

Early Archaic Projectile Point Varieties

lenqth 7.5 - 8 cm
shoulder width 3:5 cm
thickness 8.5 - 9 mm

comments: beveling of the blade is common
gri ndi ng of the stem and the base i~, comrmn
shoulder tips often pointed - barb-like
blade edges straight to slightly convex

age estimate: ca 8000 -5000 BC
references: Chapman 1975a, Luchterhcod 1970

Rice Lobed or Kirk Corner Notched: Fig. 2b
:.:..:..;;:.;:-.==.:--------measurements: length 4 - 12.5 cm

thickness 5 - 7 mm
width 14.5 - 24 mm
comments: greatest width of point at the shoulders

blade edge usually serrated and beveled
stem expands toward the base
central basal concavity gives "lobed"

appearance to the base
grinding of the stem and the base common

age estimate: ca 7500 - 5000 BC
references: Chapman 1975a, 1975b.

b)

The following are a few of the types of projectile points associated with the
Early Archaic period. The measurements presented are the ranges possible for the
points.
a) Hardin Barbed: Fig. 2a measurements:
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c) Dovetail: Fi g. 2c

d) Thebes: Fig. 2d'

mima kapohes

measurements: 1ength 4",5 - 9.5 cm
width 2.5 - 5 cm
thickness 7 ~ 10 mm

comments: maxi mum wi dth usually at shoul ders
corner notched point
narrow blade, straight to convex
edges usually beveled
convex base
basal grinding present

age estimates: ca 8050 - 6050 BC
references: Chapman 1975a, Luchterhand 1970

measurements: same as for Dovetajl

<) \

e) LeCroy Bifurcate:

Measurements

comments: often has concave base
side notches
edges commonly beveled
basal grinding present

age estimates: ca 8050 - 6050 BC
references: Chapman 1975a, Luchterhand 1970

Fig. 2e measurements: length 16 - 35.5 mm
width 17.5 - 26 mm
thickness 2.5 - 7 mm

comments: maximum width usually at shoulders
pronounced basal concavity
triangular blade, straight to incurvate edges
serrated edges common

age estimate: 6300 BC
references: Bowen 1976, Chapman 1975b

The measurements that may be taken on,these points are illustrated in Figure 3
a and b. If you do not have any means of measuring then a drawing of the outline
a'nd/or a photograph of the point, with a ruler in the photograph for scale, will be
sufficient fo~ me to take some measurements.

Awritten description of the point should include such information as: 1) the
colour of the raw material; 2) the location of the find - lot, concession, township
and county, ,and Military Grid Reference - if you have the find placed on a topographical
map; 3) the nature of the find site - was the find a stray one? Or was it associated
with a site? What was the nature of the site - Paleo-Indian, Archaic or Iroquoian?
4) Was the find location near a stream, river or lake? Was the location on an
elevated area of land? 5) Is there beveling on the blade, if so describe the extent
of the beveling, Is the point complete, if it is broken where is the break on the
point? What is the extent of grinding on the point?

Descriptions of any additional points that yOll think may be of Early Archaic
age will be appreciated.
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Concludino Remarks

These are a few of the attributes and types of Early Archaic projectile points
as described in the literature. If you have points in your collections that fit
these descriptions then they can probably be ascribed with some certainty to this
t imeperlod. Since, as was stated above, this period is poorly known in Ontario I
would appreciate any data that you might be able to give me concernin9 points of
these types in your collections. This data ~/ill be incorporated into a study on
the, nature of the presence of Early Archaic peoples in Ontario.

.. Any cQr,respondence concerning this project mftly be directed to me c/o the
Department of:Anthropology, the University of Toronto, Toronto .
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PATHOLOGICALLY SPEAKING

By
Janet Cooper

On Wednesday, March 9th, two ,informative and 'entertaining slide lettureswere
offered by the Toronto Acadel11Y of Medicine's Section of Archaeology and Anthropology.
Dr. OaVi d Ri deout; of the Department of Radi 01 ogy at Pri ncess Margaret Hospital,

. di scussed the Burgh Cas tl e Gi anti n hi s 7th century context and Dr. Jerrf Mel bye
of the University of Toronto's 'Department of AnthrOpology spoke on the K einburg
Ossuary, a 17th century IrOquois site. i ',' . . ,

The Burgh Castle Giant

From his examination of the skeletal remains of the Burgh Castle Giant who was
recently disCovered during the excavation of a castle within a Romanfort near

. Yarmouth (and whdm we were able to examine at firsthand in the foyer of the
1ecture hall), Dr. Ri deout is of the opi ni'on that we have under-esti mated the
degree of sophi sti cati On achi eved by Saxon soci ety of the 7th century. In thi s
respect, he reminded 'us of the Sutton Hoo treasure, a magnificent Saxon burial
discovered in 1939 and the contemporary with the Burgh Castle Giant. " This
individual, approximately 7' 4" tall and about 40 at the time Of his death, ha'd
long outl i ved the average Saxon of the period (20 to 25 years was the us ua1 1ife
span) and, although his skeleton shOWS some minOr degenerative changes, these.are

i not unusual for a man of hi sage. He had, however,suffered several fractures
during his lifetime, none of which would appear to have occurred less than ,five
years before his death and all of which had been' admirablY re-setand had healed
well. In Dr. Rideout's opinion, the health of this giant was in the handsofsomeone
who knew what he was doing. The fact that six successfully trepanned skulls from
this same area and period were discovered lends weight to Dr. Rideout's theory
that clinical treatment there and then was being carried out by an individual
of considerable skill. We were reminded that there is ample documentation for
the fact that 7th century Saxons knew a great deal about infections: they are
reported to have ap~lied moist dressings to prevent a wouhd from closing prematurely
and to have practised the irrigation of wounds.' .

Was, the Burgh Cas tl e Gi ant a pi tuitary gi ant? Accordi ng to Dr; Ri deout, there
is a possibility, but it is very slight. His skull shows no signs of this and there
are none of the heavy bone features which one would expect to find in such a case.
In addition, these individuals very often suffer from weak bones; our giant had
several fractures, but his bones, quite to the contrary, were very strong indeed.

His injuries might possibly have been incurred through violence, for armed
conflicts were not unusual at this time in East Anglia's history. But, after a
careful analysis of the fractures, Dr. Rideout has come to the conclusion that this
suggestion is highly unlikely in the Giant's case. In his opinion, the fractures
are more probably the result of a fall or falls. And how did this individual who
had managed to live so much longer than the average Anglo-Saxon meet his death?
In the absence of any evidence of trauma, Dr. Rideout suggests pneumonia. In what
must have been rather an interesting life, this may seem something of an anti-climax,
but we were reminded by Dr. Rideout that, under living conditions of the time,
pneumonia would certainly have carried off many of us long before the ripe old age
of 40!
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The Kleinburg Ossuary

Or. Melbye claims he has been having a love affair with this southern Ontario
site for the past four years and, if itis bones that he loves, he has certainly
found enough to keep the love affair going: some half a million bones and bone
fragments have so far been excavated and these represent 561 individuals of a late
Ontarto rroquois population circ,a 1600 A.D. The site is quite possibly that
be1ongi ng to a peqpJewho practi sec;l the feas t of the dead ceremony and whoSE1 1i fe
,~xpectancY(not unlike th.e Anglo-Saxons of a thousand years bef.ore their time)
.was 20 ,to 25 years. Dr .. Melbye pointed out that these statistics are intimately
Unked .to ,the extremely high mortality rate during the indivi,dual',s first year
of 1i fe; once the fi rs t-year cri ses have been SUCCGlSS fully overcome, one mi ght
very well live (as some skeletal remains from this site indicate) another 80 years.

rn synthesizing the pathology of this culture from the site, Dr. Melbye noted
first that ,congenital di sturbances were rare ; but he poi nted to an examp1e of one
i,r1dividual with a cleft palate who had lived well past maturity an.d to another where
two vertebrae of the,verte.bral col umn had completely fused. rn both cases, ,it was
apparent that disfiguremef)t or disability were tolerated,.within the society.
There were many cases of gross traumatic arthriti.s., som.e of advanced syphilis and
tuqerculosis, yet ot~ers of large tumors. rn other individuals, trepannation had
beensl,lqcessfully ()arried out, c.ommon fractures were welhknit, displacement .and
disuse atrophy had occurred, violently~inflictedwounds(some with imbedc;leq stone
fragments remaining, and one with the tip of a projectile point in situ) had healed .

. The conclusion Dr. Melbye draws from all of this pathological eV.idence is that the
Kl einburg people., representi ng a reI ati ve ly 1arge popul ati on, possessed a culture
in which their individual members were cared for in times of <trisis and were
actively sustained even when such people must have been more of a liability than
an asset to the community. This characteristic alone iS,in Dr. Melbye's opinion,
enough to make one l()ve the Kleinburg people.

A li.vely andanecc;lotal thank-you to our speakers from Dr. Wi 11 i am Swi nton,
honorary curator of the. Academy of Medicine Museum, rounded out this interesting
evening. Dr. Swinton touched on Anglo-Saxons he has known and tantalized us
wit~ .a pathologi.cal parallel that film c;Iirectors with an eye to the market would
label The Dinosaur Connection.
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REPORT ON
THE McMASTER SYMPOSIUM

By
S. Hick, J. Brennan, P. Cook

The McMaster Anthropology Society held its perennial symposium/workshop at
McMaster University, Hamilton, on Saturday, February 26, 1977. Papers presented
included the following:

·John'H. McAndrews - The Gentle Art of Pollen Analysis

Before speaking, Dr. McAndrews passed around a mystery artifact that was suitable
for pollen analysis.

He then showed pollen diagrams from southern Ontario that had four zones ,.,1) spruce
zone following deglaciation, 2) pine zone beginning 10,500 years ago and ending
7,000 to 9;000 years ago, 3)beech-maple·hemlock zone until 125 years ago, and
4) a ragweed zone spanning the, last 130 years. He reviewed the pollen evidence for
prehistoric agriculture and old-field succession at Crawford Lake near Hamilton
and showed from the work of E. Burden that the same sequence was present from
Second Lake in Huronia. The mystery artifact turned out to be a coprolite.

Arthur Roberts - A Use of Air Photo Interpretation in Ontario Archaeology

Robert's study area extends along the north shore of Lake Ontario within the Regional
Municipality of Halton. He described the routine uses to which air photos can be
put particularly in locating and defining those areas which would appear to be
most productive archaeologically.

He listed five attributes or parameters by which his site locations (Palaeo, Archaic,
and Woodland sites) were analysed to determine patterns of distribution. These are:
l) stream ordering (location by a single stream, two-stream junction,' etc.) 2) site
drainage, 3) distance to nearest water source, 4) closeness to roads (for survey
purposes), and 5) proximity to nearest landform. Site drainage seemed to contribute
.most to site location and proximity to water sources ranked second. Thisheld
true for both single. and multi-component sites. Stream ordering was not as
significant a parameter. Since relict stream channels show up better on air photos
than on topographic maps, photos can be an efficient way to define survey areas.
He noted there is little possibility for remote sensing photography in this area
since few chemically altered features are present.

Peter Ramsden - The Benson Site: a Protohistoric Huron Occupation in Victoria County

By A. D. 1500 an intens i ve trade network had been es tab1i shed in southern Ontari 0,
which included European goods. ' This resulted in numerous heavily-palisaded villages
in this area. Sometime later there was a population shift north to the Trent Axis,
and then into Huronia and the adjacent Petun area.

Benson was in a strategic location due to the great availability of beaver pelts for
trading purposes. The site is located on a low hill close to the Talbot River, on
sandy soil that is not particularly good for agriculture. It is'a three to four acre
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village with a two-row palisade; on the east side however, adjacent to a bog, the
palisade is six-rowed probably for defensive purposes. To iate 14 houses and parts
of others have been uncovered. Four houses were covered by middens after being
abandoned. There appear to be two groups of houses; one in the northern and one
in the southern end of the village, each with a different orientation. Two
features in the village seem to indicate areas where limestone was heated and
consequently fractured to obtain chert nodules.

Thepo1;tery .is characterized by short collars and fairly simple designs. Numerous
gaming discs are present. Pipes with a "slotted" decoration on the bowls tend to
occur in the souther portion of the site, and not in the northern portion. Coronet
like pipes are associated with the northern portion of the site .An unusua,l bead
with human face carved into both sides was recovered. European goods present

. , ~ncl ude copper beads and a di sc.

Marg Griffith and Frazer Mark - The Use of 50il Analysis in Archaeological Research
(Presented by. M. Gri ffi th) . . . , . "" .

Land habitation by man or animals nesults in chemical changes in ,the soil. The
presence of.oarbon, phosphorus, calct,um and magnesium, and certain, trace elements
s uchas copper and zinc are important in determining chemical alteration of the
soi 1. .

Archaeologists and pedologists have much to contribute to each other's science;
the archaeol ogi st provides a ti me and acti vity framework with in whi ch the pedol ogi s t
may study soil alteration; the pedologist provides information on soils which may
assist, the archaeologist in understanding the distribution and condition of material

• remai ns.

Five ground rules which should be adhered to by. the archaeologist if soil samples
are to be taken and properly analysed are: 1) let pedologists do the sampling
whenever possible, ,2) ask the pedologist specific questions. 3) if the archaeologist
must do the sampl ing, it should be done according to a recognized system such as
described in 5 stem of Soil Classification for Canada, 4) off-site control samples
should be taken, and 5 abe s s ou not e pace irectly into the soil sample

.bag,s,ince they decompose; double bag, placing labels between the bags. Do not
handle the soil directly or smoke close to it sinoe this will affect the phosphorus
content. About, 200 ,grams of each soil sample should be collected where possible.

Marti Latta - Recent Work at the Beeton Site: A Prehistoric Lalonde Occupation
in Southern Ontario

The Holland Marsh is drained by the Nottawasaga River which flows into Georgian
Bay, the Schomberg RiVer which drains into Lake Simcoe and the Humber River which
flows into Lake Ontario. The Beeton site is located within 13 miles of these three
headwaters and therefore, the Beeton site inhabitants may have been in a good
pos.ition to maintain trade relations over an extensive area.

The Beeton site is located on the top of a hill, on light sandy soil at an elevation
of 1000 feet above sea level. A portion of this site is situated in a ploughed
field while another portion is in a bush lot, making tree roots quite a problem
when excavating. Dark stains within this sandy soil indicate midden and house
areas and there are palisades to the east and west of the site. This site has
been excavated in the past both by the O.A.S. and various field schools as well
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,
as being disturbed by 'pot hunters'. Thus, one of the principal aims of this year's
work was to provide a context for. the existing .O.A.S. collection by incorporating
previous test trenches into this year's grid plan.

i ·.L

All al1tifactswere washed, catalogued and initially sorted in the field. The
cultural. material .recovered included the following:

- a high percentage of neck decorated and Lalonde high collar ceramics.
- Susquehannah chert which does not occur locally and therefore was probably

obtained through trade.
- projectile points which are more similar to Petun than Huron varieties ..
- a significant amount of human bone; often with 'cut' marks.
- sheet mica which was also probably obtained in trade.
- a carved human cranial fragment.

All the. European material recovered from this .site to date, occurred in questionable
context within. the: plow zone'. Therefore, at this time, the histo,ric status of the
B,eeton site is uncertai n.

David Smith - The Southwold Earthworks

The Southwold site, which covers two acres is located two,miles north of Lake Erie
and one mil e from Talbot Creek. The land is now owned by Parks Canada who funded
the 1976 excavations. The Southwold site is unique; consisting of a habitation
area surrounded by a double ',earthwork palisade',. Earlier work at this site included
a map of the site area by Boyle in 1890 and two mot)thsof excavation by Wintemberg
in 1935. Howeve~, little information was published on this early work. The site
is thought to have been occupied by the Neutrals iin the, late 16th or early 17th
centuries.

The aims of this year's excavation were:
- to determine the nature of habitation within the earthworks
- to attempt to identify habitation areas outside the earthworks.
- to ascertain the nature of the earthworks.

Due to the previous excavation activities, very few artifacts were recovered this
Year,. "However, nineteen houses were identified within the earthworks, having
an average length of, 28 metres ; and the house interi ors were generally free of
posts and features. Interestingly enough, the posts located at the ends of these
houses are smaller in diameter than the posts along the side walls. The houses in
the northern portion of this site are all orientetd in the same direction,whereas
houses located in the southern porti on had a vari ety of ori entat ions, A freshwater
spring within the earthworks could have provided a reliable supply of water,
especially during a siege.

The 1976 excavations indicate that the earthworks consist of two low mounds separated
by a'ditch. There are two entrances through the earthworks into the vill age. Removal
of portions of these mounds revealed a single row of postmoulds under the outer
earthworks and double row of postmoulds under the inner mound. The inner wall is
also slightly larger in volume than the outer one. The fact that the inner earthwork
contained cultural material while the fill of the outer wall was sterile, was
interpreted as an indication that the outer earthwork was built prior to the inner
earthwork.
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Arch Notes - June/July

The next issue of Arch Notes in June wi 11 incl udea report on the survey,
conducted last year, on public attitudes toward, and involvement with, the
(pre)historical past - "The Past in the Present: (Pre)Historical Resource
Appraisal in the TorOnto Area" by Vi ctor A. Konrad and S. Martin Taylor. -
There will also be a preliminary report by Thor Conway on "The Late Archaic
Money Musk Site, Sault Ste. Marie".

LS.A.F.

The Executi ve have deci ded not to renew the Soci ety 's membershi p ofLS .A. F.
this year for two reasons: i) membership is now open to undividualswho,
will receive much more for their $10; and ii) it would cost the Society
nearly $100, which"it is felt, can be spent to better advantage. However,
LS.A.F. publications will continue to be available through our library as .
our Librarian, Marion Press, has joined as an individual member.

E.S.A.F. subscriptions are available through:

f"
""'i .

Ri chard George,
Corresponding Secretary,
LS.A.F.
Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
Anthropology Center ,
P.O. Box 28,
Meridian Station,
Butler, Pa. 16001
U.S.A.

OLD WORLD - NEW WORLD

"',

The Readers Digest has given us two recent articles of archaeological
interest. The February 1977 issue contained "Who really discovered the New
World?" by Thomas Fleming, and the March 1977 issue "Digging up Democracy:'
A Man named Homer" by Maurice Shadbolt. .

While the question "Who really discovered the New World?" is not answered
with finality, ,the article reviews the work of Harvard scholar Barry Fell
in translating stone inscriptions which hitherto have not been recognized
as being in ancient scripts. Some of his resulting conclusions are
startling - Egyptians, Libyans and Celtic Iberians were living in Iowa in
900 BC ~Micmac hieroglyphics in 1866 were -"at least half '" Egyptian"
acquired 1,000 years ago from Libyan mariners - the language of our north
eastern A1gonqui ns contains hundreds of Egypti an words.

The man called Homer is Canadian-born Homer Thompson, graduate of the
University of British Columbia and sometime professor at the University of
Toronto, who has devoted his life to work-in Athens, culminating in the
restoration of the Stoa of Attalos in the 30 acre excavation of the agora,
the ancient marketplace area of Athens and "birthplace of democracy".
Funded by John D. Rockefeller Jr., this work is still continuing.

e.G.
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